A

Add together 50p, 60p and 20p.

B

What is the total of 25, 17 and 33?

---

A

Georgina was given some money for Christmas. Her brother gave her £3.50, her sister gave her £2.00 and her grandma gave her £2.50. How much did she get in total?

B

Amit collects 66 first class stamps and 22 second class stamps. How many stamps does he have in total?

---

A

Caroline has 2 bags of apples. One bag has 15 red apples and the other bag has 22 green apples. How many apples does she have in total?

B

What is the sum of 36, 40 and 75?

---

A

Samir buys three chocolate bars. A Mars that cost 82p, a Snickers that cost 39p and a Milky way that cost 50p. How much did he spend in total?

B

A teacher gives out 14 worksheets on Monday, 28 on Tuesday and 27 on Thursday. How many worksheets did she give out in total?